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SUMMARY
The finite cell method (FCM) is an immersed domain finite element method that combines higherorder non-boundary-fitted meshes, weak enforcement of Dirichlet boundary conditions, and adaptive
quadrature based on recursive subdivision. Due to its ability to improve the geometric resolution of
intersected elements, it can be characterized as an immersogeometric method. In this paper, we extend
the FCM, so far only used with Cartesian hexahedral elements, to higher-order non-boundary-fitted
tetrahedral meshes, based on a reformulation of the octree-based subdivision algorithm for tetrahedral
elements. We show that the resulting TetFCM scheme is fully accurate in an immersogeometric sense,
that is, the solution fields achieve optimal and exponential rates of convergence for h- and p-refinement,
if the immersed geometry is resolved with sufficient accuracy. TetFCM can leverage the natural ability
of tetrahedral elements for local mesh refinement in three dimensions. Its suitability for problems with
sharp gradients and highly localized features is illustrated by the immersogeometric phase-field fracture
analysis of a human femur bone. Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Immersed methods approximate the solution of boundary value problems using non-boundaryfitted discretizations. Their primary goal is to increase the geometric flexibility of discretization
schemes with respect to their boundary-fitted counterparts and to alleviate meshing related
obstacles that often appear for geometrically very complex domains. Instantiations of immersed
methods have gained importance in many sub-disciplines, e.g., to resolve multi-phase flow
interfaces in CFD [1, 2, 3], to deal with trimmed CAD surfaces in isogeometric analysis [4, 5, 6],
to prevent mesh updating and mesh distortion effects in optimization [7, 8], or to handle fluidstructure interaction problems involving large displacements and contact [9, 10, 11, 12].
In the context of finite element analysis, immersed methods necessitate two additional
critical capabilities that are not required in standard boundary-fitted FEA. First, they need a
variationally consistent and accurate technique to impose boundary and interface conditions at
surfaces that intersect elements. Over the last few years there has been significant progress in
the weak enforcement of constraints (see e.g. [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]), with many applications
outside the realm of immersed methods, e.g. for domain decomposition [20, 21] or boundary
layer resolution [22, 23]. Second, immersed methods require an accurate quadrature technique
to evaluate domain and surface integrals in intersected elements. Several studies have recently
shown that inaccurate quadrature in intersected elements introduces a geometry error, which
prevents higher-order accuracy [24, 25]. Influenced by isogeometric analysis [26, 27], where
the importance of eliminating geometric errors has recently gained broader recognition, we
follow Kamensky et al. [12] and denote methods that accurately represent the geometry of
the immersed domain as immersogeometric methods. Immersogeometric analysis, combining
the flexibility of variationally consistent weak boundary conditions with geometrically faithful
quadrature of intersected elements, will guarantee higher-order accuracy.
An interesting precursor of the vision of high-fidelity immersogeometric analysis has been
the finite cell method (FCM), introduced by Parvizian et al. [28] and Düster et al. [29]. At
its present state of development, this technology combines the fictitious domain concept with
higher-order basis functions for the approximation of solution fields, the weak imposition of
unfitted Dirichlet boundary conditions, and the representation of the geometry by adaptive
quadrature points [30]. The latter is based on the decomposition of each intersected element
into sub-cells that can be efficiently organized in hierarchical tree data structures [31, 32].
Given sufficient resolution of the geometry, the FCM maintains optimal rates of convergence
with mesh refinement and exponential rates of convergence with increasing polynomial degree
[30]. The finite cell method can therefore be seen as an instantiation of an immersogeometric
method. On the one hand, the FCM can operate with almost any geometric model, ranging
from boundary representations in computer aided geometric design to voxel representations
obtained from medical imaging technologies. On the other hand, the evaluation of the large
number of quadrature points in intersected elements is computationally expensive.
Since its inception, the finite cell method has been further developed. Technical
improvements include the weak imposition of boundary/coupling conditions [33, 34, 4], local
refinement schemes [35, 36, 37, 38, 39], and improved quadrature rules for intersected elements
[40, 24, 25]. In addition, the FCM has been successfully applied for large deformation analysis
[41, 42, 30], thermoelasticity [43], homogenization [44], bone mechanics [45, 46], inelastic
material behavior [47, 48], topology optimization [7], elastodynamics and wave propagation
[49, 50, 51], and laminar and turbulent flows [52]. A concise summary of the FCM and
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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applications can be found in the recent review article by Schillinger and Ruess [53]. In addition,
there exists an open-source MATLAB code† that provides an instructive starting point for
running numerical tests with the FCM [54].
In this paper, we extend the finite cell method, so far only used with Cartesian hexahedral
elements, to higher-order non-boundary-fitted tetrahedral meshes. The tetrahedral finite cell
method, or TetFCM in short, constitutes a change of paradigm with respect to Cartesian
FCM, as it abandons the use of structured grids. We present an efficient workflow based on an
octree based algorithm and the open-source mesh generator Netgen [55]. It is based on a cloud
of h-values (i.e., the target edge length at each location) that is fed into Netgen as a basis
for adaptive tetrahedral mesh generation. Since conformity to a simple embedding domain is
the only geometric constraint, the discretization process is extremely fast, even for very large
meshes. The mesher establishes the spatial adaptivity of the tetrahedral mesh by splitting
elements until the closest h-value is reached. At the same time, it implicitly leverages advanced
algorithms for mesh regularization and smoothing (available in any standard tet meshers) to
ensure high-quality tetrahedral elements [56]. Tetrahedral meshes require an adaptation of
the Cartesian decomposition scheme that generates adaptive quadrature points in intersected
tetrahedral elements. We present a “bottom-up” approach based on adaptive tetrahedral subcells. Our algorithm first applies an inside/outside test to all quadrature points of the finest
decomposition level. It then combines groups of fully-included tetrahedral sub-cells into larger
tetrahedral sub-cells wherever possible, to reduce the final number of quadrature points. This
involves a costly preprocessing step, but increases the geometric fidelity significantly with
respect to “top-down” approaches [29, 53, 52].
Our article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we first provide a concise introduction to the
finite cell method on Cartesian hexahedral elements. Section 3 briefly reviews fundamentals of
the basis function technology on tetrahedra, with particular emphasis on higher-order warped
integrated Legendre polynomials. Section 4 illustrates the automated generation of adaptive
non-boundary-fitted tetrahedral meshes. We discuss the implementation of the technical
components, in particular the reformulation of the octree based element decomposition, and
their interaction with a standard mesh generator. Section 5 presents TetFCM results for two
benchmarks and the femur bone. They demonstrate the performance of TetFCM in terms of
accuracy vs. degrees of freedom, accuracy versus computing time and the efficiency of direct
and iterative solvers. We also apply TetFCM based on adaptive immersogeometric tetrahedral
meshes for the phase-field fracture analysis of a human femur bone. Section 6 summarizes the
key aspects and draws conclusions.

2. FUNDAMENTALS OF THE FINITE CELL METHOD
We start with a concise summary of the technical components of the Cartesian finite cell
method in the context of linear elasticity. We follow the presentation provided in the review
paper by Schillinger and Ruess [53], which the interested reader is referred to for details.

† http://fcmlab.cie.bgu.tum.de
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α ≪ 1.0

Ω=Ωphys +Ωfict

Ωphys

α = 1.0

ΓD
Figure 1: In the fictitious domain approach, the physical domain Ωphys is extended by the fictitious
domain Ωfict into an embedding domain Ω that allows easy meshing. The original geometry is
parameterized by a discontinuous indicator function α.

2.1. The fictitious domain approach
Figure 1 illustrates the fictitious domain concept that lies at the heart of the finite cell method.
The physical domain of interest Ωphys , which can be geometrically complex, is extended by the
fictitious domain Ωfict to an embedding domain Ω, which is geometrically simple. Analogous
to standard finite element methods, we consider a variational formulation, which is defined
over the complete embedding domain Ω. For example, in linear elasticity, we use the principle
of virtual work
Z
Z
Z
δW (u, δu) =
σ : (∇sym δu) dV −
δu · b dV −
δu · t dA = 0
(1)
Ω

Ω

ΓN

where σ, b, u, δu and ∇sym denote the Cauchy stress tensor, body forces, displacement vector,
test function and the symmetric part of the gradient, respectively [57, 58, 59]. Neumann
boundary conditions are specified over the boundary of the embedding domain ∂Ω, where
tractions are zero by definition, and over ΓN of the physical domain, where tractions are given
by vector t (see Fig. 1). The elasticity tensor C [57, 58, 59] relating stresses and strains
σ = αC : ε

(2)

is complemented by a scalar discontinuous indicator function
(
= 1.0 ∀x ∈ Ωphys
α (x)
≪ 1.0 ∀x ∈ Ωfict

(3)

which leaves the material parameters unchanged in the physical domain, but mitigates the
contribution of the fictitious domain in (2). In Ωfict , the value of the indicator function α
should be chosen as small as possible, but large enough to prevent extreme ill-conditioning
of the stiffness matrix [29, 28]. In our experience, α can be set to zero for moderately high
polynomial degrees in the basis functions, e.g., quadratics or cubics. For high-order basis
functions with p > 4 typical values of α range between 10−6 and 10−10 .
2.2. Higher-order non-boundary-fitted meshes
Using a non-boundary-fitted grid of higher-order elements (see Fig. 1) kinematic quantities
are discretized as
n
X
Na ua
(4)
u=
a=1

Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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k =3

k =4

k =5

Finite cell mesh
with geometric
boundary

Figure 2: 2D sub-cell structure (thin blue lines) for adaptive integration of finite cells (bold black lines)
intersected by a geometric boundary (dashed line).

δu =

n
X

Na δua

(5)

a=1

The sum of Na denotes a finite set of n higher-order basis functions, and ua and δua are the
corresponding vector-valued unknown coefficients [60, 58]. The discretized displacements (4)
and virtual displacements (5) are defined over the complete embedding domain. It is important
to identify basis functions with no support in the physical domain Ωphys and to remove them
from the discretization, since they do not contribute to the accuracy of the approximation in
Ωphys , but lead to rows and columns filled with only zeros in the case of α = 0. Following the
standard Bubnov-Galerkin approach [57, 58, 59], the substitution of (4) and (5) into the weak
form (1) leads to a discrete set of equations.
2.3. Adaptive quadrature based on recursive subdivision
The accuracy of numerical integration by Gauss quadrature [58, 61] assumes smoothness of
the integrands that appear in the variational formulation (1). Standard Gauss quadrature can
therefore not be employed for integrating finite cells that are intersected by the geometric
boundary, since the discontinuous indicator function α (3) introduces a discontinuity via (2).
The Cartesian finite cell method based on quadrilateral and hexahedral meshes uses composed
Gauss quadrature to improve the integration accuracy in intersected elements, based on a
hierarchical decomposition of each intersected element into integration sub-cells [29, 40].
We illustrate the sub-cell concept in Fig. 2 for the 2D case, where it can be implemented
in the sense of a quadtree [31, 32]. On each sub-cell level, only those sub-cells intersected
by the geometric boundary are further subdivided. Subdivision is repeated until a predefined
maximum depth is reached. The quadtree approach can be easily adjusted to binary trees or
octrees in 1D and 3D, respectively [29, 31, 32]. Finite elements are plotted in black and
integration sub-cells are plotted in blue lines throughout this work (see Fig. 2) for clear
distinction. The adaptive sub-cell scheme is easy to implement, but leads to an increased
number of quadrature points, since in each sub-cell full Gauss quadrature is employed.
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Interpreting the integration of intersected elements from a geometric point of view, adaptive
quadrature enables the accurate representation of the geometry of the immersed domain. One
can show that quadrature accuracy is equivalent to geometric accuracy, directly affecting the
quality of the solution fields, an observation that was made for the first time in [24]. The ability
of composed Gauss quadrature to accurately represent the geometry by increasing the number
of sub-cells qualifies the FCM as an immersogeometric method [12].
2.4. Weak imposition of unfitted boundary conditions
The fictitious domain concept inherently satisfies Neumann boundary conditions of zero
traction, since stresses cannot be transferred beyond Ωphys due to the mitigation of the material
stiffness with the indicator function (3) [29, 28]. Non-zero Neumann boundary conditions can
be simply imposed by integrating over ΓN (see Fig. 1), irrespective of whether the geometric
boundary coincides with a cell boundary or not. Dirichlet boundary conditions defined along
boundaries that intersect elements require an imposition in a weak sense. We prefer Nitsche’s
method (see e.g. [45, 42, 34, 4, 33]), since it does not introduce additional unknowns, preserves
a symmetric, positive definite stiffness matrix and satisfies variational consistency.
In this paper we focus on linear elasticity, where Nitsche’s method extends the weak form (1)
by additional terms as follows
Z
Z
δWK (u, δu) =
σ : (∇sym δu) dV + β
u · δu dA
Ω
ΓD
Z
Z
(σ · n) · δu dA
(6)
δ (σ · n) · u dA −
−
ΓD

ΓD

δWf (u, δu) =

Z

δu · b dV +
Ωphys

+β

Z

û · δu dA −
ΓD

Z

δu · t dA
ΓN

Z

δ (σ · n) · û dA

(7)

ΓD

where δWK =δWf . Function û denotes the prescribed displacements along the Dirichlet
boundary ΓD , scalar β is a stabilization parameter, which can be chosen empirically or
according to a generalized Eigenvalue problem [16, 34], and n is the outward unit normal
vector on ΓD . Discretization and evaluation of (7) and (8) leads to the stiffness matrix K and
the force vector f , respectively.
3. FUNDAMENTALS OF TETRAHEDRAL BASIS FUNCTION TECHNOLOGY
In the following, we employ two sets of tetrahedral basis functions in a FCM context. Lagrange
polynomials on barycentric coordinates constitute the standard way of defining linear,
quadratic and cubic tetrahedral elements. For higher-order basis functions, we map tensorproduct integrated Legendre polynomials defined on a hexahedral element to a tetrahedron.
3.1. Nodal basis functions in barycentric coordinates
Nodal tetrahedral elements are based on Lagrange polynomials that are interpolatory
at element nodes. Corresponding element basis functions can be conveniently defined
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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in barycentric coordinates, which form a set of four dimensionless numbers denoted by
ζ1 , ζ2 , ζ3 , ζ4 . The value of ζi is one at vertex i and zero at the other three vertices, including
the entire opposite face. It varies linearly with distance as one traverses the distance from the
corner to that face. The barycentric coordinates satisfy the following constraint
ζ1 + ζ2 + ζ3 + ζ4 = 1

(8)

so that they constitute three independent variables suitable for describing 3D space.
Basis functions are intrinsically linked to the tetrahedral element geometry and therefore
best expressed in barycentric coordinates. For each linear tetrahedral element e, the four nodal
basis functions simply read
N1e = ζ1 ;

N2e = ζ2 ;

N3e = ζ3 ;

N4e = ζ4 ;

(9)

where the subscript index corresponds to the nodes located at the four vertices (see Fig. 3).
Higher-order basis functions in terms of 10-node quadratic and 20-node cubic Lagrange
polynomials in barycentric coordinates can be found for example in [59, 62].
Solution fields such as displacements, strains or stresses are expressed in physical coordinates
{x, y, z}. To establish equations that pass from one coordinate system to the other, we
interpolate the tetrahedral element geometry by the linear basis functions (9) in barycentric
coordinates as

 


1
1
1
1
1
ζ1
 x   x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4   ζ2 

 


(10)
 y  =  y 1 y 2 y 3 y 4   ζ3 
ζ4
z1 z2 z3 z4
z

It is easy to compute the inverse relation of (10) analytically, from which partial derivatives of
each physical coordinate with respect to each barycentric coordinate can be established (see
for example [62]). These partial derivatives can be used to map derivatives with respect to
barycentric coordinates to derivatives with respect to physical coordinates. We note that in
the scope of non-boundary-fitted meshes, we will always use tetrahedral elements with straight
edges and planar faces, so that the element geometry can be exactly expressed with (10) also
for higher-order elements (subparametric mapping).
3.2. Modal high-order basis functions
There exists several ways for generating higher-order basis functions of arbitrary polynomial
degree. In general, higher-order approaches can be classified in terms of non-tensor-product
and warped tensor-product expansions [63]. In this work, we follow the latter strategy, using
integrated Legendre polynomials [64, 65, 66].

3.2.1. The concept of warped tensor-product expansions Warped tensor-product expansions
on tetrahedra are generated as follows: We first define suitable tensor-product basis functions
on the parametric hexahedral domain. We then establish a transformation to the parametric
tetrahedral domain [67, 68], using the concept of collapsed coordinates [69] (also sometimes
referred to as Duffy transformation). Let us assume that {η1 , η2 , η3 } are the Cartesian
coordinates that define the hexahedral parametric domain (−1; 1)3 , and that {ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 } are the
Cartesian coordinates, in which the tetrahedral parametric domain has vertices (−1, −1, −1),
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(a) Mapping face to line.

(b) Mapping face to point.

(c) Final tetrahedron.

Figure 3: Using the concept of collapsed coordinates (grey faces), tetrahedral coordinates are derived
from the hexahedral element.

(+1, −1, −1), (−1, +1, −1), and (−1, −1, +1). The transformation rule that maps tetrahedral
coordinates to hexahedral coordinates is defined as
η1 = −

2(1 + ξ1 )
− 1;
ξ2 + ξ3

η2 =

2(1 + ξ2 )
− 1;
1 − ξ3

η 3 = ξ3

(11)

and the corresponding Jacobian determinant is given as
j=

4
(ξ2 + ξ3 )(ξ3 − 1)

(12)

The transformation is illustrated in Fig. 3. Substituting the transformation rule (11) into the
basis functions given in terms of {η1 , η2 , η3 } on the hexahedral parametric domain yields the
warped basis functions in terms of {ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 } on the tetrahedral parametric domain.
3.2.2. Basis functions based on integrated Legendre polynomials In this work, we adopt
a set of basis functions originally introduced by Wassouf [66]. He used a tensor-product
basis generated with integrated Legendre polynomials and transformed it with (11) to the
tetrahedral domain. The resulting basis functions are hierarchic, in the sense that increasing
the polynomial degree can be achieved by adding a number of basis functions to the original
set rather than changing the complete set of functions. Hierarchic basis functions are also
known as modal basis functions, since they are typically classified in terms of vertex, edge,
face and internal modes [64, 66]. In the following, we briefly outline the generation of modal
basis functions for each class of modes. We use hexahedral coordinates, since there exists no
closed-form analytical representation in tetrahedral coordinates. The numbering of vertices,
edges and faces corresponds to the convention shown in [62, 66].
Vertex modes represent nodal basis functions each of which is interpolatory at one of the
four element vertices vi . They are defined as
1
(1 − η1 )(1 − η2 )(1 − η3 )
8
1
= (1 + η1 )(1 − η2 )(1 − η3 )
8

Ψev1 =

(13a)

Ψev2

(13b)

Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1
(1 + η2 )(1 − η3 )
4
1
= (1 + η3 )
2

Ψev3 =

(13c)

Ψev4

(13d)

It is straightforward to check that inserting (11) into (13) yields the standard basis functions (9)
in tetrahedral coordinates.
Edge modes represent basis functions that are zero at all vertices and at all but one element
edges ei . They are defined as

j 
j
1 − η2
1 − η3
0
Ψe1 = p̂j (η1 )
j = 2, . . . , p
(14a)
2
2
 
j

1 − η3
1 + η1
j = 2, . . . , p
(14b)
Ψe2 = p̂0j (η2 )
2
2

 
j
1 − η1
1 − η3
0
Ψe3 = p̂j (η2 )
j = 2, . . . , p
(14c)
2
2
 


1 − η2
1 − η1
j = 2, . . . , p
(14d)
Ψe4 = p̂0j (η3 )
2
2

 

1 − η2
1 + η1
Ψe5 = p̂0j (η3 )
j = 2, . . . , p
(14e)
2
2


1 + η2
Ψe6 = p̂0j (η3 )
j = 2, . . . , p
(14f)
2
where p̂0j (·) denotes the one-dimensional integrated Legendre polynomial in the corresponding
direction. Index j denotes the order that is increased up to the desired overall polynomial
degree p of the set of basis functions. We emphasize that the resulting basis functions on
the tetrahedron are polynomials again. To this end, some of the tensor-product terms carry
exponents to eliminate rational terms that appear due to (11).
Face modes represent basis functions that are zero at all vertices and edges and at all but
one element faces fi . They are defined as

j 
j+k
1 − η2
1 − η3
0
0
Ψf 1 = p̂j (η1 ) p̂k (η2 )
(15a)
2
2
 
j

1 − η3
1 − η2
(15b)
Ψf 2 = p̂0j (η1 ) p̂0k (η3 )
2
2
 
j

1 − η3
1 + η1
0
0
(15c)
Ψf 3 = p̂j (η2 ) p̂k (η3 )
2
2

 
j
1 − η1
1 − η3
Ψf 4 = p̂0j (η2 ) p̂0k (η3 )
(15d)
2
2
j = 2, . . . , p;

k = 2, . . . , p − j

where the terminology corresponds to the previous paragraph. Some of the tensor-product
terms and their exponents eliminate rational terms that appear due to (11).
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Internal modes represent basis functions that are zero at all vertices, edges and faces. They
are defined as

 
j+k−1
1 − η2
1 − η3
Ψb = p̂0j (η1 ) p̂0k+1 (η2 ) p̂0l+1 (η3 )
(16)
2
2
j = 2, . . . , p − 2;

k = 2, . . . , p − j;

l = 2, . . . , p − j − k

The extra terms in the tensor-product eliminate all rational terms that appear due to (11).
The set of all modal basis functions can exactly represent a complete polynomial of degree
p over the tetrahedron, that is, they span a space S that consists of the following monomials
S:

ξ1j ξ2k ξ3l

for all {i, j, k} s.t. 0 ≤ j + k + l ≤ p

(17)

on each tetrahedron. It follows from (17) that the total number of basis functions in each
element is 1/6 (p + 1)(p + 2)(p + 3), the maximum degree of each monomial is p, and hence
the modal basis is linearly independent.
3.3. Symmetry, continuity, and hierarchy
Symmetry is satisfied when basis functions are rotationally symmetric with respect to element
vertices, edges and faces. In case of symmetry, tetrahedral elements can be connected in an
arbitrary fashion, and each element basis function that is non-zero over an element boundary
will be in direct correspondence with other basis functions in the neighboring elements.
Therefore, a symmetric basis directly satisfies the requirement of C 0 continuity over element
boundaries. If basis functions are formulated in terms of barycentric coordinates, such as
Lagrange polynomials of Section 3.1, they satisfy symmetry automatically due to the rotational
symmetry of the barycentric coordinate system. The warped modal basis is not symmetric,
since some of the vertices, edges and faces of the original hexahedral domain are collapsed into
a single vertex or edge of the tetrahedral domain. To guarantee C 0 continuity automatically
on arbitrary tetrahedral meshes, we organize the basis functions on each element according
to the global numbering of the element vertices [70, 71]. This principle ensures that edge and
face modes in neighboring elements coincide, since they are defined according to the same
rising sequence of vertex points (two for each edge, three for each face). The hierarchy of the
modal basis can be exploited to increase the computational efficiency, if multiple computations
with different resolutions on the same mesh are required. Following the concept of p-adaptivity
[72, 73], subsequent computations can use part of the stiffness matrix of previous computations,
and only those entries need to be computed that involve the higher-order basis functions added
in the current p-refinement step.

4. THE TETRAHEDRAL FINITE CELL METHOD
In the following, we present the tetrahedral finite cell method as an adaptation of the Cartesian
FCM reviewed in Section 2. Particular emphasis is placed on the generation of adaptive unfitted
tetrahedral meshes and adaptive quadrature points in intersected elements. The latter includes
the presentation of algorithms for a “bottom-up” approach that guarantees accurate geometry
resolution irrespective of the form of the intersection.
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(a) Define a region of interest.

(c) Use center points of octree leaves and edge
lengths to generate an adaptive tet mesh.

(b) Hierarchical octree representation.

(d) Remove all elements completely outside
to find the final immersogeometric mesh.

Figure 4: Generation of a adaptive immersogeometric meshes.

4.1. Generating adaptive tetrahedral meshes
Tetrahedral elements have the capability of local refinement in 3D without introducing hanging
nodes. This makes them especially suitable for applications where adaptivity is important to
control local accuracy without introducing a prohibitively large number of degrees of freedom
through global refinement. In the following, we develop a pipeline for the generation of adaptive
tetrahedral meshes that allows a flexible specification of regions with local refinement. In a
first step, we use a hierarchical data structure based on the octree concept [31, 32] to generate
a cloud of adaptive spatial points. Each point specifies the local element width h in its vicinity,
providing a measure of local mesh density. In a second step, we feed the cloud of points into
Netgen [55] (or any other standard tetrahedral meshing tool), where it serves as the basis for the
generation of an adaptive non-boundary-fitted tetrahedral mesh. Many advanced tetrahedral
mesh generators make use of built-in efficient mesh smoothing and regularization algorithms
[56] that ensure high-quality undistorted elements with well-behaved angles.
Figure 4 illustrates this process for a quarter of a thick plate with a circular hole. We assume
that we want to resolve the boundary region around the circular hole adaptively for higher
accuracy. We first refine the region up to a predefined depth, using a hierarchical octree. Its
hierarchical representation directly provides the point cloud for the generation of the adaptive
target mesh. The leaf nodes of the octree define a non-overlapping complete partitioning of the
domain with the finest resolution in the boundary region. The center of each leaf defines one
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(a) Monomial
5-point
rule
(quadratics).

(b) Monomial
11-point rule
(cubics).

(c)
Tensorproduct (p=2),
27 points.

(d)
Tensorproduct (p=4),
125 points.

(e)
Tensorproduct (p=8),
729 points.

Figure 5: Quadrature points for monomial and tensor-product rules used for nodal and modal basis
functions of different p, respectively. The color encodes their spatial coordinate in vertical direction.

point in the cloud and the corresponding local element length can be simply computed from
the diameter of the leaf. The resulting cloud of points and local edge lengths completely specify
the target mesh that is generated in Netgen. Removing all elements with no contribution in the
physical domain yields the final immersogeometric mesh that is independent of the geometric
boundaries of the immersed object and its local features.
4.2. Quadrature rules on tetrahedral elements
For numerical integration over tetrahedra we use two different approaches depending on the
type of the basis functions.
4.2.1. Quadrature rules for nodal elements Following [74] we employ a five-point quadrature
rule for the integration over quadratic elements and an eleven-point quadrature rule for
integration over cubic elements. The corresponding quadrature points are illustrated in Figs. 5a
and 5b, respectively. We note that we can use any other monomial rule that yields the desired
accuracy (see for example [75, 76, 62, 77]).
4.2.2. Quadrature rules for modal elements Following Wassouf [66] and Hillion [78, 79] we
can derive a quadrature rule for polynomials of arbitrary degree defined over tetrahedra.
Using affine transformations, the standard 3D integration domain can be transformed to a
tetrahedron. The corresponding integral expression to be evaluated reads
Z 1 Z −ξ1 Z −ξ1 −ξ2
n
n X
n X
X
wi∗ wj∗ wk∗ f (η1∗i , η2∗j , η3∗k )
(18)
f (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 )dξ3 dξ2 dξ1 =
−1

−1

−1

i=1 j=1 k=1

for which we can use three-dimensional quadrature points
η1∗i = η1i
1
w1∗i = w1i (1 − η1∗i )
2
1
∗j
η2 = (−η1i η2j + η2j − η1i − 1)
2
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(a) four corner cells

(b) an octahedron is split into four cells

Figure 6: One element is split into 8 subcells which are formed by the four corner cells and a uniform
split of the remaining octahedron into four cells.

1
w2∗j = − w2j (η1∗i + η2∗j )
2
1
∗k
η3 = (−η1i η3k + η1i η2j η3k − η2j η3k + η3k + η1i η2j − η2j − 3)
4
w3∗k = w3k

(19d)
(19e)
(19f)

where {η ∗i , wi∗ } denotes the i-th quadrature point with the corresponding weight. The
resulting quadrature rules with p + 1 points in each parametric direction of the untransformed
hexahedron are illustrated for different polynomial degrees in Figs. 5c to 5e.
4.3. Adaptive quadrature of intersected tetrahedra based on octree subdivision
The accuracy of FCM solution fields depends on how accurately the geometry inside each
intersected element is represented by the quadrature rule. We introduce an adaptive quadrature
method based on octree subdivision for tetrahedral elements that adapts the recursive
subdivision concept applied for hexahedral cells (see Section 2.3) to the tetrahedral case.
The general idea is based on splitting intersected elements into tetrahedral sub-cells as shown
in Fig. 6. Each cell is decomposed into eight sub-cells which consist of four corner sub-cells
and a uniform split of the remaining octahedron into four cells. Following the octree approach
for hexahedrals used in Cartesian FCM [29, 53], this procedure is repeated recursively for each
sub-cell intersected by the geometric boundary until a predefined maximum level of sub-cells is
reached. We emphasize again that splitting is performed on the integration level only and does
not affect the basis functions, which are still defined on the original tetrahedral element. For
each of the sub-cells, the same integration rule is applied. This keeps the amount of quadrature
points per sub-cell constant and allows an easy calculation of the weights and local coordinates
of the recursive quadrature points. The weights of the quadrature points in each sub-cell are
scaled with the volume of the sub-cell.
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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From an algorithmic viewpoint, this idea is implemented in a “bottom-up” fashion. Instead
of building up the octree in the regular “top-down” approach, we first refine the complete
tetrahedron by generating the quadrature points of all possible leaves at the maximum tree
depth. We then check each sub-cell whether it is intersected by the geometric boundary. An
important consideration is how to determine best whether a sub-cell is intersected. Instead
of checking whether a face or edge is intersected or vertices are located on different sides of
the geometric boundary, our intersection test solely relies on an inside/outside test for each
quadrature point. If we detect that quadrature points of one sub-cell are located on different
sides of the geometric boundary, we mark it as intersected. Based on this result, we start
building up the octree from the bottom up by combining sets of non-intersected leaves into
one leaf of higher level. This pruning procedure is repeated recursively until we reach the
root at the top, that is, the original finite element. The major advantage of the bottom-up
approach over the top-down approach is a significantly increased geometric accuracy, since
elements that are intersected in such a way that only a small portion of their domain is cut are
captured reliably. The bottom-up procedure is computationally more expensive than the topdown procedure, but is eminently suited for parallelization. A detailed algorithmic description
is provided in Algorithm 1.
We illustrate the algorithm for the embedded cube in Fig. 7, which shows sub-cells for
different maximum octree depths. Our approach exhibits the following two advantages. First,
we do not subdivide elements with very small cuts. In the top-down approach, they would
be subdivided, but without effect, since the corresponding quadrature points are all either
completely inside or outside of the physical domain. The bottom-up approach recombines all
sub-cells to the original element, thus reducing the number of quadrature points and saving
computation time. Second, we automatically exclude all elements that have only very small
portions of their element domain in the physical domain (created, e.g., by chopping off most
of the domain such that only one vertex of the tetrahedron is located within the physical
domain). Such elements have no contribution to the system matrix, since no quadrature point
is located in the physical domain. If kept in the mesh, they either lead to a singular system
matrix or negatively influence the condition of the system matrix, when a small value α ≪ 1
is applied, see indicator function (3).
4.4. Voxel quadrature
Image based geometric models that emanate from medical imaging technologies such as
quantitative computed tomography (qCT) scans are the most prominent data source for
patient-specific simulations in biomedical applications. They are made up of a rasterized voxel
structure, where each voxel contains a color value that can be associated with a physical
property, e.g., material density. If the tetrahedral finite cell method is applied for the analysis of
image based geometric models, the concept of intersected elements and the recursive resolution
of the geometry by adaptive quadrature does not apply, as there exists no clearly defined
boundary of the physical domain. Instead, we suggest a quadrature approach that follows two
principles. First, tetrahedral elements that are completely located outside the physical domain,
that is, the color value of all voxel located within this element are below or above the predefined
threshold, are removed from the mesh. Second, we subdivide each tetrahedral element into
sub-cells. The level of sub-cells is the same for each cell and throughout the complete mesh.
The sub-cell resolution is chosen such that the density of the resulting quadrature points
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Data: element e, maximal integration tree depth d;
function generateAdaptiveQuadrature(e, d)
% resolve subcell tree of element completely
generateChildren(e.cell, d);
% prune tree from cells which have quadrature points only inside or only outside the physical domain
pruneTree(e.cell, d);
end
function generateChildren(c, d)
% generate quadrature points of cell
c.qp = qudaraturePoints(c.coordinates);
% resolve subcell tree completely
if d != 0 then
% split cell into eight cells
c.children = splitTo8(c);
for i cell = 1:8 do
% recursively process subcells
generateChildren(c.children[i cell], d-1);
end
end
end
function pruneTree(c, d)
% process tree bottom-up
if d != 0 then
for i cell = 1:8 do
% recursively process subcells
pruneTree(c.children[i cell], d-1);
end
end
% count subcells with all quadrature points inside or all outside the physical domain
int inside = 0, outside = 0;
for i cell = 1:8 do
% all quadrature points inside
if allQuadraturepointsInside(c.children[i cell]) then
++inside;
end
% all quadrature points outside
if allQuadraturepointsOutside(c.children[i cell]) then
++outside;
end
end
if inside == 8 OR outside == 8 then
% element is not intersected, clear subcells
c.children.clear();
else
% element is intersected, clear quadrature points
c.qp.clear();
end
end

Algorithm 1: Compute integration tree for subcells of an element e up to depth d.
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(a) Non-boundary-fitted mesh of a cube (elements in black, sub-tetrahedra in blue, boundary in white).

(b) level d = 0

(c) level d = 1

(d) level d = 2

(e) level d = 3

(f ) level d = 4

Figure 7: By building the tree from the bottom up, we ensure that any small cut that can be resolved
by the finest level d of sub-cells is captured. The color indicates for each sub-cell how many quadrature
points are located inside the cube domain.

approximately corresponds to the voxel density. As a consequence, each quadrature point can
be approximately associated with one voxel. We emphasize that a finer resolution of quadrature
points should be avoided, as it could resolve sharp interfaces between single voxels, which are
an artifact of the geometric model.

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section we examine the accuracy and computational efficiency of the tetrahedral finite
cell method for several benchmark problems. In particular, we illustrate the ability of highCopyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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order modal basis functions to achieve exponential convergence rates and the advantages of
quadratic and cubic nodal basis functions in terms of reasonable conditioning and fast iterative
solution of large systems. We also highlight the ability of immersogeometric tetrahedral meshes
to locally refine the solution fields in three dimensions.
5.1. Thick plate with a circular hole
As a first benchmark, we consider a thick plate with a circular hole under uniform tension shown
in Fig. 8. We make use of the symmetry of the problem, reducing the system to one octant
of the original domain. Symmetry boundary conditions are applied in a weak sense by using
Nitsche’s method. Figure 9 illustrates the basic steps of the immersogeometric discretization
procedure using the TetFCM scheme. First, we generate an unfitted tetrahedral mesh of the
embedding domain, using the mesh generator Netgen. Second, we employ octree subdivision
described in Section 4.3 to generate integration sub-cells for performing adaptive quadrature
in intersected elements.
Figure 10a plots the von Mises stress distribution in the boundary region close to the circular
boundary. We observe that the stress field is smooth, the concentration at the lower boundary
can be captured accurately and no unphysical interference of the boundary can be detected.
We also compute the relative error in strain energy norm defined as [58, 64, 59]
s
|Unum − Uref |
er =
(20)
Uref
where Unum represents the numerical strain energy obtained for a specific discretization, and
Uref is a reference strain energy computed with an overkill discretization. Figure 10b plots the
energy error versus the total number of degrees of freedom. We employ a series of uniformly
refined Cartesian meshes with quadratic and cubic Lagrange basis functions and a coarse mesh
based on integrated Legendre basis functions, where we increase the polynomial degree p at
fixed element size. The geometry in intersected elements is resolved by adaptive quadrature
with six levels of hierarchical sub-cells. We observe that for h-refinement with quadratic
and cubic basis functions, we achieve optimal rates of convergence, which correspond to the
polynomial degree p. For p-refinement, the TetFCM achieves exponential rates.
The stress accuracy that can be achieved directly on the immersed boundary in intersected
elements is of particular interest in many situations, e.g., for stress analysis, where maximum
stresses mostly occur on the surface, or in coupled multi-physics problems, where surface
quantities need to be exchanged between different solvers. Figures 11a to 11c plot the

Traction t=10
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Material:
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Figure 8: Three-dimensional thick plate with a circular hole.
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(a) Tetrahedral mesh (black lines) of the box
irrespective of the hole.

19

(b) Hierarchical integration sub-cells (blue
lines) that resolve the geometric boundary.

(c) Quadrature points (blue - inside Ωphys ,
red - outside, discarded in the computation).
Figure 9: TetFCM discretization procedure for the thick plate benchmark.

circumferential stress on the circular boundary of the hole obtained with the same mesh of
approximately 100 cubic tetrahedral elements, but different maximum levels of sub-cells. We
observe that the accuracy of the stress solution critically depends on the accuracy of the
adaptive quadrature rule. If we resolve intersected elements poorly, the stress solution largely
deviates from the reference. If we accurately resolve the geometry by choosing a sufficiently
large sub-cell level, the stresses are in excellent agreement. Figure 11 clearly demonstrates
the importance of a faithful representation of the geometry in an immersogeometric sense to
obtain accurate solution fields.
5.2. Voxelized cube with inhomogeneous stiffness
Image-based geometric models generated with medical imaging technologies often represent
the spatial distribution of highly inhomogeneous material properties. Before looking at a voxel
model of a real bone, we demonstrate the accuracy of the tetrahedral finite cell method for the
analysis of voxel models with a strong variation
 of Young’s modulus. To this end, we consider
the unit cube whose domain is given by Ω = (x, y, z)| − 0.5 ≤ x, y ≤ 0.5, 0.0 ≤ z ≤ 1.0 . The
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(a) Von Mises stress near the hole.
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(b) Convergence of the relative error in strain energy.

Figure 10: Accuracy of the TetFCM for the thick plate benchmark.
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(c) Four level of sub-cells.
Figure 11: Influence of the geometry resolution on the accuracy of the circumferential stress, plotted
along the circular boundary (θ = 0...π/2). Note that we use the same mesh and cubic basis functions.
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inhomogeneous Young’s modulus is given by the function
E(x, y, z) = 3x (10 + sin(5y))(50 + cos(10z))

(21)

and Poisson’s ratio is ν = 0.3. We fix displacements normal to the faces x = −0.5, y = −0.5
and z = 0.0, and apply a unit traction normal to the face y = 0.5. Starting from the smooth
function (21) plotted in Fig. 12a, we transfer the distribution of Young’s modulus into a
discrete voxel representation by partitioning the cube into voxel grids of different size and
sampling (21) at each voxel center. Two examples are shown in Figs. 12b and 12c.
In the next step, we embed the cube into a larger domain that we discretize with tetrahedral
elements using Netgen. Figures 13a and 13b show the embedding domain and the corresponding
initial mesh that we use for uniform h-refinement with quadratic and cubic Lagrange basis
functions and for p-refinement with warped integrated Legendre polynomials, respectively.
Both embedding domains are designed in such a way that intersected tetrahedral elements,
in particular with unfavorable cuts, are present in all meshes. Figures 14a and 14b plot the
corresponding quadrature points. We observe that the geometry of intersected elements is
resolved by the aggregation of quadrature points. When performing h-refinement with nodal
elements, we only consider the points inside the cube for the formation of the stiffness matrix.
When performing p-refinement, we consider all quadrature points, where contributions from
points outside of the cube are penalized by α < 10−10 in the sense of (2) and (3). For large p,
this is required to prevent extreme ill-conditioning of the stiffness matrix.
Figure 15a illustrates the convergence in strain energy, if we use the smooth description
of Young’s modulus (21). The curves confirm optimal rates of convergence for uniform mesh
refinement of quadratic and cubic meshes and exponential rates of convergence for p-refinement
on meshes with modal basis functions. In particular, the convergence behavior is unaffected
by the presence of the fictitious domain extensions. Figure 15b illustrates the convergence
in strain energy for the same discretizations, but based on discrete descriptions of Young’s
modulus with two differently sized rasterized voxel grids. We observe that if the error due to
the approximation of the solution fields falls below the error due to the discrete description
of Young’s modulus, the convergence curve flattens. We conclude that the minimum error
level that can be achieved depends on the granularity of the voxel resolution. We note that

E
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800

972

(a) Smooth function.

(b) 16 data points per axis.

(c) 8 data points per axis.

Figure 12: Cube with varying Young’s modulus E - continuous vs. discrete voxel representations.
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(a) Nodal Lagrange discretization.

(b) Modal high-order discretization.

Figure 13: Tetrahedral mesh of the embedding domain (black lines) and resolution of the cube geometry
with sub-cells (blue lines).
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(a) Nodal Lagrange discretization.
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(b) Modal high-order discretization.

Figure 14: Corresponding quadrature points. Blue points are located outside the cube.

in practical applications, we cannot control the granularity, as it is given by the image-based
geometric model, which depends on the resolution of the available imaging technology. We can
only ensure that our methods deliver the best possible result for the given voxel resolution.
Figure 16 illustrates the evolution of the condition number under h- and p-refinement for the
cube example. Considering standard boundary-fitted meshes in Fig. 16a first, we observe that
the condition number increases linearly when the mesh is refined, but exponentially when the
polynomial degree p is increased. In the TetFCM scheme, the presence of intersected elements
additionally affects the conditioning of the system matrix. However, Figure 16b indicates
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 15: Convergence of the relative error in strain energy.
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Figure 16: Evolution of the condition number with increasing mesh size (nodal) or increasing
polynomial degree (modal).

that this effect is bounded, so that the condition number still increases linearly with mesh
refinement, just at a higher level. Due to the exponential increase under p-refinement, the
condition number increases exponentially when p is large, irrespective of whether the mesh is
body-fitted or immersogeometric.
The conditioning of the system drastically affects the efficiency of iterative solvers. The
performance of iterative and direct solvers for the cube example is illustrated in Fig. 17. We
report computing times that were measured from the same C++ code based on the library
framework Trilinos [80] that was run in serial using a single thread on a Intel(R) Xeon(R) E74830 @ 2.13GHz with 512 GB of RAM. The direct solver is Intel’s version of Pardiso provided as
part of their math kernel library (MKL), and the iterative solver is a preconditioned conjugate
gradient (PCG) method provided as part of the Trilinos package AztecOO. We observe that if
we use the direct solver, increasing the polynomial degree of high-order modal basis functions
is attractive, as this strategy achieves a specified level of accuracy faster than refining the
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Figure 17: Total computing times, including formation and solution with different solver types.

mesh. However, if we use the iterative solver, the computing times for high-order modal basis
functions grow dramatically, so that refining the mesh with quadratic and cubic basis functions
is faster. This is a direct consequence of the severe ill-conditioning of the system for large
p, which leads to a prohibitive number of iterations to achieve convergence in the iterative
solution process. These results indicate that for large-scale computations, where small shared
memory and the need for parallelization preclude the application of direct solvers, the best
option for efficient TetFCM analysis are basis functions of moderately high degree that can be
successfully applied with standard iterative solution technology.
We observed that for both quadratics and cubics a simple and inexpensive Jacobi
preconditioner based on the inverse of the diagonal of the stiffness matrix works very well.
In particular the Jacobi preconditioner worked better than more expensive approaches such as
the incomplete LU factorization (ILU). The PCG method uses the fact that for a symmetric
preconditioner C = K K T the linear equation system A x = b can be transformed to
K T A K y = K T b with y = K −1 x. It conserves the definiteness of the matrix and the
conditioning of the matrix is improved [81, 82]. As the Jacobi preconditioner uses the main
diagonal of the global system matrix for constructing C it is obviously very fast to compute.
The system matrix is the assembly of the element stiffness matrices. They are all similar to
the reference element, but vary depending on the inhomogeneous material and the element
volume. Our assumption is that the scaling of the Jacobi preconditioner with the diagonal
entries corresponds to the scaled composed structure of the system matrix which leads to the
good results for quadratics and cubics. For computations with p ≥ 4 neither the Jacobi nor
the ILU preconditioner gave satisfactory results.
5.3. Phase-field fracture analysis of a femur bone
Patient-specific stress and fracture analysis is based on quantitative computed tomography
(qCT) scans of an individual bone that provide a 3D image of its mineral density, from which
bone strength at each image point can be inferred [83, 84]. Standard simulation tools require
labor-intensive image segmentation to separate the dense cortical shell at the bone’s surface
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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from the foam-like trabecular bone in the interior. The finite cell method provides a framework
that seamlessly integrates qCT data into automatic stress and fracture analysis [53, 45].
5.3.1. Phase-field model for brittle fracture Our test problem is based on a phase-field model
for brittle fracture [85, 86, 87, 88, 89], which is represented in variational form for quasistatic
conditions by the following coupled equations
Z 
Z


Z
Z
4l0 ψ0+
+ 1 c q dΩ + 4l02 ∇c ∇q dΩ = q dΩ
Gc
Z
Z

σ + + σ − : ∇ẇ dΩ = b · w dΩ + t · w d∂Ω

(22)
(23)

The pairs {u, w} and {c, q} represent the displacement and phase-field solutions and
corresponding test functions, Gc and l0 are the energy release rate and a length scale, and
λ and µ are the Lamé parameters. The tensile and compressive parts of the stress tensor read


+
σ + := c2 λ htr(ε)i I + 2µ ε+
(24)
σ − := λ htr(ε)i

−

I + 2µ ε−

(25)

which are based on an additive split of the strain tensor. The phase-field part (22) requires
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, the elasticity part (23) the usual traction and
displacement constraints.
The basic idea of the phase-field fracture model (22) and (23) is to represent cracks by a
continuous scalar field c that has a value of one away from the crack and is zero at the crack
location. The phase-field serves as a multiplication factor to tensile energy components in (24)
such that it locally penalizes the capability of the material to carry tensile stress at the crack
location. In this sense, the phase-field idea is conceptually very similar to the fictitious domain
approach applied in the finite cell method. The diffusiveness of the crack approximation is
controlled by the length-scale parameter l0 . The diffusive approximation of the crack by a
continuous phase-field eliminates the need for explicit discontinuities in the mesh. Cracks can
be represented independently from the mesh and its topology by the solution of an additional
differential equation that completely determines crack nucleation and propagation. The phasefield fracture approach has proven to accurately and robustly capture crack behavior in two
and three dimensions for quasi-static fracture [90, 91, 92, 93, 87], dynamic crack propagation
[94, 92, 95, 96, 97, 98], at finite strains [99], for fracture in piezo- and ferroelectric materials
[100, 101, 102] and for cohesive fracture [103, 104].
5.3.2. TetFCM with local refinement As the phase-field approximation exhibits sharp local
gradients near the crack and is otherwise constant, local refinement is mandatory for an
efficient phase-field analysis technology. In the following, we demonstrate the advantages of
the tetrahedral finite cell method in terms of highly graded meshes that adaptively refine the
crack region in the context of image based stress analysis of a human femur bone. Our analysis
is based on a qCT scan of the bone, which can be transferred into the distribution of Young’s
modulus over the bone [83], and a homogeneous Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. Figure 18a shows a
Copyright c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(a) Slice of the discrete voxel model.
The color information refers to Young’s
modulus (blue - soft, red - very stiff ).

(c) Quadrature points.

(b) Immersogeometric tetrahedral mesh of
finite cells that locally refine the fracture
region.

(d) Phase-field (blue - 1, red - 0).

Figure 18: Image based bone geometry and phase-field approximation of the crack.
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slice of the discrete voxel model‡ . We use the strain energy based method shown in [88, 89]
to impose a crack through the central shaft of the bone. We generate a cloud of h-values
using the octree based approach of Section 4.1, where we make use of the assumed local strain
energy to drive the depth of the octree. Based on the cloud of h-values we generate an adaptive
immersogeometric tetrahedral mesh of the bone, shown in Fig. 18b. The target element size
close to the crack location is twice the length parameter l0 of the phase-field model. Further
away from the crack, we allow a significantly larger element size. As described in Section 4.4,
we remove all elements that do not have at least one voxel with Young’s modulus above a
minimum threshold within their support. The quadrature points are shown in Fig. 18c.
Homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions in the phase-field part (22) over the bone
surface are automatically imposed without surface quadrature in the TetFCM scheme. In
the elasticity part (23), we apply a load of 1000 N on the bone head over a circular area.
Displacement boundary conditions at the bone’s distal face are weakly enforced with Nitsche’s
method. To perform quadrature for the formation of matrix and vector components, we
triangulate these surfaces. Figure 18d plots the phase-field solution that approximates the
sharp crack. A uniform tetrahedral mesh of the bone with an equivalent resolution of the
phase-field would yield 250 million degrees of freedom, as compared to approximately 500,000

‡ Courtesy

of Prof. Zohar Yosibash, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Ben-Gurion University, Beer-Sheva, Israel;
http://www.bgu.ac.il/∼zohary/

(a) Absolute total displacement.

(b) Principal stress.

Figure 19: Solution fields for the fractued bone. The color scale varies from blue (small) to red (large)
for the displacements and from blue (compression) to red (tension) for the principal stress. The bone
surface is reconstructed from the CT data.
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degrees of freedom of the present adaptive mesh. We then solve the elasticity problem, using
the phase-field solution in (24). In Figs. 19a and 19b, we plot the total displacement and the
principal stress distribution. We observe that maximum stresses appear due to the bending
effect in the area where the crack reduces the effective height.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we extended the finite cell method, so far only used with Cartesian hexahedral
elements, to higher-order non-boundary-fitted tetrahedral meshes. With respect to Cartesian
FCM, the TetFCM scheme requires three basic adaptations. First, the notion of a Cartesian
mesh is abandoned and replaced by the more flexible notion of a general unstructured
tetrahedral mesh of the embedding domain. We encouraged the use of open-source meshing
tools such as Netgen, in particular for exploiting advanced algorithms for mesh regularization
and smoothing that ensure high-quality tetrahedral elements. According to our experience,
meshing is extremely fast, even for very large meshes, since there are no geometric constraints
other than the simple boundaries of the embedding domain. We also outlined an efficient
workflow based on an octree based algorithm for obtaining locally refined tetrahedral meshes.
Second, tetrahedral basis functions, for example based on standard quadratic and cubic
Lagrange polynomials or based on high-order warped integrated Legendre polynomials, are
used. Third, we presented a modification of the Cartesian sub-cell quadrature scheme that
achieves accurate integration of intersected tetrahedral elements by increasing quadrature
points near the geometric boundary. In particular, we demonstrated that building the tree
“from the bottom up” automatically guarantees a high fidelity resolution of the geometry with
the finest level of sub-cells available.
Using a series of 3D numerical examples with smooth solutions, we demonstrated that
TetFCM yields optimal rates of convergence, when the mesh is refined, and exponential rates,
when the polynomial degree of the basis is increased. To illustrate the fundamental importance
of accurate geometry resolution, we plotted the stress solution over the immersed boundary
for different levels of the integration sub-cells. Using the same tetrahedral mesh with the same
basis functions, an analysis with poor geometry resolution of intersected elements resulted in
significant errors in boundary stresses, while an analysis with several levels of adaptive subcells resulted in very accurate boundary stresses that were indistinguishable from the reference
solution. Furthermore, our numerical tests indicated that p-refinement based on the increase of
the polynomial degree is computationally more efficient than analysis based on mesh refinement
at a fixed polynomial degree, when we use a direct solver. However, our numerical tests also
indicated that the decay in conditioning of the discrete system that occurs due to unfavorably
cut elements is bounded for mesh refinement at moderate polynomial degrees, but deteriorates
without bounds for p-refinement. As a consequence, we could successfully apply an iterative
PCG solver for quadratic and cubic meshes, but encountered prohibitive numbers of iterations
for high polynomial degrees. The TetFCM is a suitable tool for problems where local refinement
is mandatory for efficiency. As an example, we presented an image based phase-field fracture
analysis of a human femur bone, where we adaptively resolved sharp gradients in the diffuse
phase-field approximation of the crack.
In our view, TetFCM constitutes another opportunity for immersogeometric analysis. It
provides access to the advantages of adaptive tetrahedral meshes in the FCM context. From
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an analysis point of view, TetFCM does not perform better than Cartesian FCM, and it is
merely the choice and preference of the analyst, which FCM scheme is used. TetFCM could
also bring us closer to the adoption of FCM capabilities into a commercial FEA package,
since adaptive higher-order tetrahedral elements and tetrahedral mesh generators are already
available in most commercial production codes.
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